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About This Game

Explore a decrepit mental asylum and find your missing boyfriend in Haunted Halls – Green Hills Sanitarium! After hearing
about some wrong doings at the asylum, your boyfriend, Tim, takes off to conduct an investigation of his own. As Tim dives
deeper and deeper into the mystery, his letters to you abruptly stop coming. Set off to the Haunted Halls and find him in this

incredible Hidden Object Puzzle Adventure game!

This is a special Collector's Edition release full of exclusive extras you won’t find in the standard version. The Collector’s
Edition includes:

Bonus gameplay
Built in Strategy Guide
Stunning Soundtrack

Wonderful Wallpapers
Striking Screensavers
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Startide is one heck of a good time! I love the look and feel of this game so much. From the variety of mechs with unique
weapons, to the multiple special abilities with active and passive effects, the game does a great job of putting you in control of
how the battles play out. I really enjoy the Boss mode where you can build your own custom boss and upload it for other to try
and defeat. Finally the love and attention to detail put into the game really shines through in all aspects. It may be simple in it's
delivery, but don't be fooled, this is going to be a hidden gem that way to many people will end up missing. Don't be a statistic
and give this one a shot.

If you wanna see some game play and personal impressions I've provided a link below.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=vaihiUtej38. - No settings
- Only small Window Mode with ONLY 1024x768
- Looks like Recettear, but boring
- I don`t have fun with playing
- And the price for this?? no to high.

I say no\/nein or nine xD:
https:\/\/youtu.be\/xoMgnJDXd3k. buy this game if you want all your memory eaten up cause thats all it does, takes about 5
minutes to just get to the loading screen and an additional 10 minutes to start anything up at all.. This game suffers from a
horribly slow enemy turn. You move one tile, then the enemy takes 3-5 seconds per enemy to move. With multiple enemies, it
can take what seems like 20-30 seconds of waiting for moving one tile. It's a waste of your time. I'm a traditional roguelike
player and have never seen such a poorly implemented AI animation\/movement sequence.

The game looks beautiful, has some interesting language mechanics. It's a shame the slow AI turns make it not worth the wait..
What a deceiving game and such a disappointment.

Honestly, I liked nearly everything about this game apart from being tricked. People, before buying the game know that IT IS
NOT FINISHED. And even if the dev eventually finish it, I'm not even sure that we wouldn't need to pay once or twice more to
get the end of it. As it is now, it is clearly not worth the cost unlike what they tell you in the demo version. I felt like refunding it
but in the end I didn't, not because I spent more than 2 hours playing (I spent a little more time on it after making my mind to
get all medals) but just because I'm still hoping for the end to come. But I'd like to insist on something, this is not what I spent
money for. I didn't buy demo ver.2, I thought that I was buying a finished game, which is not. The description says "a week", I
haven't been through half of it. We're collecting items for further use but... we end up having no use of them since nothing
happens. By the way, the fact that it is not clearly stated on the purchasing page is a huge fault.

So, now that it is settled down. Let's talk about the game itself. This is a visual novel made on visual novel maker and it's a pretty
good job.
The art is far better than what I expected, some characters are clearly better-made than others but the difference is not that
bothering.
Musics are overall ok, some of them being clearly worse than others but wow, the sounds... Every time a character is acting a bit
fiercely, every time something happens, even for no reason, there is this sound of someone smacking something\/an angry kid
pushing wide open a door, and as much as it doesn't make sense to put this sound for nearly everything, it starts to really get on
your nerves at some point. Good point is the maniacal laugh of the witch which I enjoyed hearing a lot.
The game is often breaking the fourth wall, like really often, it's cute\/funny BUT write what the boss is saying in a bigger
policy because I just burnt my eyes trying to read it (you can use the log option otherwise but it's bothering to have to go out of
your way to read your visual novel).
On the technical part, the skip option is not very good since it disables itself after every screen and it is only available when the
dialog box is showing, knowing that new scenes often start with inner thoughts or narration and that there are not any dialog box
for these... On the contrary, it doesn't disable itself when reaching a part you've never read about.

Every story doesn't have the same length (1>2>3) and to be honest my favourite one is the second. Unlike the others, the second
one doesn't bring anything to the big picture but it's just because I really liked the character Rex\/Rox.
About the story themselves, I noticed some inconsistencies :
1) How is the main character supposed to drive properly when he is obviously not in age for that ? I mean, ok, maybe he trained
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with his mother or got some courses but someone who is learning to drive couldn't properly drive a car in the night for hours on
dozens of kilometers.
2) Even when you're in Japan, not any character has a japanese name.
3) Are you seriously telling me that a high schooler who happens to miraculously be working at the hospital would be able to
remove safely a tumor from a little girl ? And are you seriously telling me that the said high schooler did all of this on a random
bed, without the appropriate tools and that everything worked out fine ? Finally are you seriously telling me that the said little
girl will be able to stand, walk, fight and jump out of a window a few hours after her operation ?

Last complain : Why didn't you release a full story and ask for support or anything if we wanted the two others instead of
releasing the "prologue" of every story and let everything unfinished and so god damn frustrating ?. Hello fellow steam users,

Its fair to say that despite its few minor faults including the lack of both elves and adventure, Elves Adventure is possably the
best game I have played in my 17 years of gaming and general life, it is a gripping RPG with an intense and aluring back story to
each individual character, I haved played this game intensivley for the past 0.3 hours and can honestly say splashless bleach is
now my favourite beverage, I never thought depression could take over a mans life in such a short period of time, this is surely a
medical breakthough of some sort.

Kind Regards

A man with both\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665and \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665.

you know who I mean.

xoxoxox. METAL GEAR SOLID V: THE PHANTOM PAIN - MB Coin 2000. Surprisingly fun. Sort of like Indianna Jones
meets Cube meets Bejewelled.
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It's a 'platformer' in the sense that you control literal platforms to launch yourself (or enemies!) around. Buy if you like hilarious
dialog and unique gameplay.

It also works surprisingly well with a Steam Controller, to the point where it's my prefered method of playing this game..
DirectX 11 Topdown Shooter - Combining RPG elements of levelling up Sam,

It's epic - and highly recommended and well worth the price.

You will be visiting familiar places Sam has been, and it's great to play some local co-op too;

Have fun,. look at this cool tatoo of a snake. Really nice game! I love the vibe. Really nice concept and art work and that's what
is the most important for me - other stuff can be still polished during early access.
Tutorial would be useful, but I managed to get the rules pretty fast.
Also - good work with the music.. This game is incredibly fun, has a solid learning curve and gets more difficult as you continue
throughout. Has a nice casual aspect but also adds the ability to speed run if your into that kinda thing.. If you're a fan of
classical roguelikes this is a must play. If you're new to the genre this is a great game to introduce you without sacrificing depth.
10\/10 cant recommend enough
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